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Abstract— A technique There are three main problems in 

designing speech steganography technique: un detectability, 

imperceptibility, and capacity. In the process Un detectability 

the stego signal, containing the secret data, is in differentiable 

from the original speech signal neither by means of human 

auditory system (HAS) nor steganalysis techniques. In the 

process of Imperceptibility the hidden data is inserted which 

makes no audible distortion in the original speech signal, 

whereas the capacity of the cover signal gives the 

comparative amount of hidden data which is to be inserted 

into the cover speech signal. The goal of this work is 

presenting a speech steganography technique which is less 

detectable, more secure, against steganalyzers than existing 

techniques. The novelty of this work comes by the 

employment of sparse representation of wavelet coefficients 

to embed secret data. Sparse representation technique makes 

it possible to embed the secret data in the higher semantic 

levels of the speech signal which leads to a more secure 

speech steganography technique. Sparse representation can 

also improve the quality of previous LSB coding technique. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Audio Cryptography is a technique in which readable form of 

secret message is converted to an unreadable form to keep the 

secret message undetectable easily by using any unauthorised 

access or adversary. Cryptography means simply jumbling 

sequence of original message or alter the sequence of 

message. There are some cryptographic algorithms which are 

trivial to understand, replicate & therefore can be cracked 

easily. Some other cryptographic techniques are difficult to 

crack because of their high complication. 

 
Fig. 1: Fundamental Structure of steganography process 

Some important terms of steganography are 

1) Cover Signal  

Cover signal is an innocent signal at which the secret 

information is embedded called cover signal. Cover file can 

be any text, image, audio and video. 

2) Stego file 

The file which obtained after the secret message is embedded 

into the cover signal called stego signal. 

3) Stego Key 

Key is used for providing more security to the secret message. 

This key is optional during the encryption & decryption 

process. 

 Various features are required for the strength and of 

the methods. Those are some terms which are significant 

while using steganography technique. 

a) Payload Capacity 

Capacity is described as how much data can be embedded 

into the innocent cover medium relevant to the size of cover 

signal. High capacity indicates embedding capacity of secret 

message into the cover medium. 

b) Invisibility (Transparency) 

This concept reffers to the properties of the human visual 

system and human audio system (Zaidoon et. al. (2010)). The 

data must be embedded within the cover signal without any 

degradation or loss in the quality of original cover signal. 

c) Robustness 

The steganography techniques must be strong for the change 

in cover signal & the secret hidden data must be very hard to 

be removed and to be modified the message without altering 

the quality of secret message. 

d) Real Time Suitability (RTS) 

Steganography is a technique in which real time audio 

signals, involves additional things such as system 

complexity, throughput, bandwidth, absence of duplications, 

failure recovery, and service setup time. These needs directly 

affect the real time communication process, and hence, may 

have influence on the real time steganography process 

(Abdulaleem et. al. (2012)). 

 Steganography is an ancient art that has been reborn 

in recent years; this art hides the idea that there is 

communication happening (Provos(2001)). Here the aim is to 

have a communication channel that is convert between two 

parties, the two channel existence is to be hidden to a possible 

attacker (Kivanc (2002)). Steganography basically, takes 

single piece of information and then hides the information 

within another computer file (sounds recordings, images, and 

texts) containing insignificant or unused areas of data. It takes 

the advantage of the areas, where it replaces them with 

information. These files can later be transported or sent 

without anyone getting to know what really is inside it 

(Katzenbeisserand & Petitcolas (2000)).Precisely, 

Steganography in today’s connected society has an 

increasingly important role, as digital copyright protections 

and covert communications demands continue to rise 

 (Matthews (2003)).Steganography is concerned 

with methods of ensuring that secret message is embedded 

(which can be serial number or a covert communication or a 

copyright mark) in a cover message (like anaudio recording 

or a video film, or even computer code). Parameterization of 
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the embedding is done by a key; without the knowledge of 

existence of this key. It is hard for a third party to remover 

detect the embedded material, when cover file has materials 

embedded into it, this is called stegoobject. For instance, we 

might embed a text in a cover image or a mark in a cover text 

to give or giving a stego-image or stego text, and so on. In a 

stego system that is perfect, the stego image is not being 

distinguishable from the original cover. A cover can easily 

detect and then possibly reconstruct the message. In order to 

avoid accidental reuse, both receiver and sender should 

destroy all covers they already have used for transfer of 

information (Johnson et. al. (2001)). 

II. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 

Cryptography involves the activities of encrypting and 

decrypting digital data. The major weaknesses of these type 

techniques are that even after encrypting data, it will still 

exists. Increasing needs of secure transmission of private 

messages over Internet inspired researchers to do great efforts 

to find new steganography techniques. In the steganography 

problem, the sender and the receiver intend to do 

communication on an innocent-looking way over a public 

channel, so the greatest problem is to prevent dropping of 

efficiency of the channel. There are mainly two types of 

attacks in the field of data embedding: passive attack and 

active attack. In steganography, passive attack is significant 

while its goal is to be detected whether steganography is 

under application or not and it does not affects the 

communication before the detection of suspicious signals. 

Active attacks such as noise addition, cropping, MPEG audio 

coding, time shifting, resampling, filtering, quantization, etc. 

are considered in watermarking applications. One of the main 

goal of the watermarking systems is to do copyright 

protection of the digital content against redistribution and 

unauthorized copy, known as data piracy. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

A. Wavelet Transform 

It is as similar as the Fourier transform with a different 

advantageous function. The main difference in this is: Fourier 

transform actually divides the signal into sines and cosines, 

i.e. the functions is situated in Fourier space; in spite the 

wavelet transform uses the functions that are situated in both 

the Fourier space and real. In General, the wavelet transform 

is expressed by the following equation: 

       
(1) 

 Where function ψ is some function and the * is the 

complex conjugate symbol. These functions are selected 

arbitrarily but the condition is that it should obey certain 

rules. As it can be observed, the Wavelet transform is an 

infinite set of various transforms, depending on the 

advantageous function used for its compilation. This is the 

actual reason, why we can use the term “wavelet 

transform” in every different applications and situations. 

There are also different ways how to select the types of the 

wavelet transforms. Here we can represents only the division 

is based on the wavelet orthogonality. The non-orthogonal 

wavelets for continuous wavelet transform development 

and the orthogonal wavelets can be used by us for discrete 

wavelet transform. These following properties two 

transforms are: 

 The data vector is returned by discrete wavelet 

transform of the same length as the given input is. Generally, 

even in this vectors of many data are zero. This concludes to 

the fact that it is distributed into a set of wavelets (functions) 

that are orthogonal to its scaling and translations. Therefore 

we can divide such a signal to lower or same number of the 

wavelet coefficient spectrum, as it is the number of signal 

data points. Such wavelet spectrum is better for signal 

compression and processing, for example, as we get no 

unusual information here. 

 An array is returned by continuous wavelet 

transform which is one dimension larger than the input data. 

We obtain an image of the time-frequency plane for a one 

dimensional data. We can clearly observe compare the 

spectrum with other signals spectra and the signal frequencies 

evolution during the duration of the signal. Data are highly 

similar, as here we used the non-orthogonal set of wavelets, 

so big deficiency is seen here. This helps to observe the 

results in a more human form. 

 Thousands of wavelet resources on the Web are 

easily available where more details are provided on wavelet 

transform. Within data processing library, the modules using 

wavelet transforms and both these transforms are 

implemented, can be accessed within the Data Process. 

B. Discrete Wavelet Transform 

The spatial domain function to the frequency domain function 

is discrete wavelet transforms. The exact partition of the low 

frequency and the high frequency information is given by the 

Wavelet transforms. From these two frequency transforms 

one can be used for data embedding process. This transform 

will generally work for the robustness and capacity of the 

information hiding system. 

 The scaling properties are described by the scaling 

function which is constructed by the wavelet. Some 

mathematical conditions on them which are mentioned 

everywhere are implied by the restriction that the scaling 

functions must be orthogonal to its discrete translations, e.g. 

the dilation equation 

 

 

(2) 

 Where S is the scaling factor. Moreover, scaling 

function must be orthogonal to its integer translations and the 

area between the function must be normalized and, i.e. 

 

 

(3) 

 After introducing some of these conditions we may 

get results of all these equations, i.e. the finite set of 

coefficients at that point can define the scaling function and 

as well as the wavelet. We can get the wavelet from the 

scaling function as N where N is an even integer. The set of 

wavelets then forms an orthonormal basis which we use can 
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be used for dividing the signal. Note that generally few of the 

coefficients are nonzero, which makes the calculations easy. 

 Some wavelet scaling functions are plotted. The 

most familiar family of orthonormal wavelets is the family of 

Daubechies. Her wavelets are usually denominated by the 

number of nonzero coefficients, so we usually talk about 

Daubechies 4, Daubechies 6, etc. wavelets. Roughly said, the 

functions become smoother with the increasing number of 

wavelet coefficients. See the comparison of wavelets 

Daubechies 4 and 20. Another mentioned wavelet is the 

simplest one, the Haar wavelet, which uses a box function as 

the scaling function. 

C. Sparse Representation 

Sparse representations of signal represents signal which is 

linear combination of atoms, at which almost all the 

coefficients are zero. Sparse representations are generally 

used in different areas such as image processing, audio 

processing, biology, and document analysis. Sparse 

decomposition of signal represents the linear combination of 

some structural element called atom and these atoms 

collectively forms a dictionary. Sparse representation has 

attracts most of the attention from researchers in fields of 

signal processing, image processing, pattern recognition and 

computer vision. Sparse representation also has a good 

reputation in both theoretical approach and practical uses. 

Many different algorithms have been proposed for sparse 

representation. The main purpose of this article is to provide 

a comprehensive study and an updated review on sparse 

representation and to supply guidance for researchers. The 

taxonomy of sparse representation methods can be studied 

from various viewpoints. For example, in terms of different 

norm minimizations used in sparsity constraints, the methods 

can be roughly categorized into five groups: sparse 

representation with l0-norm minimization, sparse 

representation with lp-norm minimization, sparse 

representation withl1-norm minimization and sparse 

representation with l2, 1-norm minimization. 

 We propose an audio based steganography 

technique at which we will embed the secret data into 

coefficients of sparse representation for obtaining a high level 

of Robustness and security. We now explain the embedding 

and extraction procedures in the proposed algorithm. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

These Different techniques for data encryption & the data 

hiding technique have been studied. DWT and sparse 

representation based technique is applied for data security. 
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